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Using an inverse Radon transform we generate an integro--ditTerential evolution equation in three space 
dimensions that has soliton solutions which vanish at large distances in all directions. The equation is of 
second order in time and invariant under translations and rotations. The shapes of the solitons are 
generally changed by their nonlocal interactions, but their number and velocities are conserved. The 
method lends itself to other equations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The existence of nonlinear evolution equations with 

soliton solutions is of great physical interest and has 
many mathematically faScinating aspects .1.2 These 
equations have been more or less confined to one spatial 
dimension and none but a few examples of two- and 
three-dimensional equations have been found, 3 whose 
sOlitons, moreover, always extend to infinity in some 
directions. If such equations are to have a significant 
bearing on the physics of elementary particles it would 
seem to be important to find evolution equations in 
three space dimensions which have not merely solitary-
wave solutions that vanish at large distances in all 
directions but produce solitons with their remarkable 
stability properties under collisions. 4 Such equations 
have not yet been found. 

Since there appear to be major difficulties in dis-
covering soliton generating differential equations in 
three space dimensions, it seems worthwhile to search 
for more general equations with such solutions. A 
suitable class may be that of integrodifferential equa-
tions, in which one may think of the soliton-soliton 
interaction as nonlocaL The present paper represents 
an attempt in that direction, From a known one-dimen-
sional evolution equation we generate a three-dimen-
sional one that is not restricted to a line, The equation 
is rotationally invariant and the asymptotic directions 
of motion of the solitons are determined by the initial 
conditions. Our method is, in principle, applicable to 
other evolution equations and to any dimension of space, 
but in this paper we restrict ourselves to one three-
dimensional equation, 

The tool we will use is the Radon transform. 5 Since 
this integral transform is not widely known among 
physicists we define it and derive the results we need 
in Sec, 2. In Sec, 3 we apply its inverse to the iterated 
Korteweg-de Vries equation, This equation is of second 
order in the time and does not have the unidirectional 
character of the KdV equation, Its inverse Radon trans-
form is an integrodifferential equation that is rota-
tionally and translationally invarianL We show that it 
has N-soliton solutions in which the solitons vanish 
asymptotically in all spatial direction and move with 
largely arbitrary (both in magnitude and direction) 
velocities. Their collisions preserve their number and 
velocities but, in general, will alter their shapes. 

a)This material is based upon work supported by the National 
Science Foundation under Grant No. PHY 75-18942 A01. 

Whether the three-dimensional SOliton-generating 
equation (3,6) has any physical application is not known. 
This question may depend on whether there are physical 
phenomena that are describable by its solutions, and it 
remains to be investigated. The method used here can 
easily be transferred to other equations to generate 
intergrodifferential equations in higher dimensions with 
soliton solutions from one-dimensional differential 
equations that are known to have them. It does not work 
for the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, because there 
the one-dimensional solitons are not really solitary 
waves. 6 While their magnitudes are of the traveling-
wave form, their complex phases oscillate. As a result 
the inverse Radon transform washes them out in the 
asymptotic region and they disappear. 

There is an appendix which contains a direct verifica-
tion, without use of the inverse-scattering machinery, 
of the pure N-soliton solution of the KdV equation. 

2. THE RADON TRANSFORM 
Let us consider two functions, f(Ii, x) and j lz), where 

XE lR1 , z E m3 , and nE m3 with I iii = 1. We shall not, in 
this paper, specify exactly in what spaces 1 and j should 
be. (The reader may consult Ref. 5.) Letj(k) be the 
three-dimensional Fourier transform of ](z): 

j(k) == (F J) (k) == J tflz exp(ik • z)j(z) , (2.1) 

and let / (ii, k) be the one-dimensional Fourier transform 
of f (n, x) as a function of x for fixed n: 

j(n, k) = (FJ)(n, k) == l:dxexP(ikx)f(n, x). 

We consider j(z) to be the R transform of f(n,x), 

j(z) == (Rf)(z) 

if 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where k == kk. For consistency it will be necessary to 
require that f(n, x) have the symmetry property 

f(- n, - x) == f(ii,x) (2.5) 

so that 

](-n, -k)==](n,k). (2,6) 

It should be noted that if we required f(k) to be ana-
lytic as a function of each component of k at k = 0 then 
(2.4) would imply a specific n-dependence of /(n,O) 
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and of each derivative ofj(n,k) with respect to k at k 
=: 0. 7 For example it would imply that 

j(n,O)= r dxf(n, x) 
0", 

be independent of n. More generally, it would require 
that 

for all l > p, if Yj is a spherical harmonic. We shall 
however, make no such demands on fin,x) and as a re-
sult we end up with more general functions f(k), and 
hence a larger class of functions f(z). 

Insertion of (2.1) and use of (2,4) leads to the direct 
relation between fez) and fen ,x), 

(Rf)(z)=f(z) = (2;)3 I rikJ: dkk2exp(-ikk'z)](k,k) 

1 I Ai"' A 0 A = - A 161T3 dk dk exp(- ikk· z)f(k, k) 
0", 

1 I.e "(A A ) = - 81T2 anf n, n' z , (2.7) 

because of (206) and inversion of (2.2). Here f" (n, x) 
== a2f(ft,x)/ax2. The relation R between f(n,x) and 
fez) expressed by (2.7) is the inverse Radon transform. 
We shall refer to it as the R transform. 

We can also formally express f(fI,x) in terms of fez) 
and thereby invert the R transform. By inverting (2.2) 
and using (201) we obtain 

f(n,x) =: (Ro1f)(n, x) = f - no z)' (2.8) 

This is the Radon transform. [However, it has to be 
realized that this transform is not uniquely defined, 5 

and the result of (2.8) is not necessarily equal to the 
function f (n, x) on the right-hand side of (2.7).] 

The important properties of R under differentiation 
immediately follow from (2, 4) or (207), 

"'f(z) = - 811TZ I an!,,' (n, n· z)R, 

which means 

(2.9) 

and, by repetition, 

R ax2 =A(Rj). (2010) 

Let us now look at the R transform of a product. 
Using (2.4) we get 

R(fg)(z) = f r(z ,x, y)f(x)g(y) , (2.11) 

where 

r(z,x,y) = (21T)04f d 3kf"' da exp[iak o (x -y) 
0", 

+iko(y-z)] 

= - A.Y(X ,y ,z), (2012) 

where Az is the Laplacian with respect to z, and 
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x exp [(ii3k 0 (y - z)] 

= 8;2 I rik o[k. (x - y)]o [it· (y - z)] 

1 1 
- 41Tz I (x - y) X (y - z ) I 

1 1 
=41TZ I(xxy+yxz+zxxl 

Thus Y is symmetric in all three variables, 

y(x,y, z) = y(x, z, y) = y(y ,x,z). 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Furthermore it is invariant under simultaneous transla-
tion, rotation, or reflection of all three variables. 

If we define the symbol 0 by 

Uo g)(x) == - A ja,3Yd3Zf(y)g(z)y(X,y, z) 

= _ A fd 3 d 3z fey +x)g(z + x) JI Y Iyxzl ' (2.15) 

then we can write our result (2011) in the simple form 

RUg) = (Rj) 0 (Rg). (2,16) 

Since the left-hand product is commutative and as-
sociative, so is the o-product. 

In Fourier-transform language we have 

F3Uo g)(k) =: (21T )01 fo: daj(ak)g [(J k I - a )k] (2.17) 

-jf f = F 3 f and g = F 

Consider now a family of functions fen, x, t) that form 
solitary waves8 traveling along x with velocities c which 
depend on n in such a way that there exists a fixed 
vector v so that c=nov, 

f(n,x, t) = f(n,x - n 0 vf, 0). (2.18) 

If fen, x, 0) satisfies the symmetry (2.5) then so does 
fen, x, f). The R transform of the family'iS then given by 

A( t) 1 I A f" (A A A ) A f z, = - 81T2 dn n,ncz-novt,O =f(z-vt,O) 

and hence fez, t) forms a solitary wave moving with the 
velocity v. What is more, if for all n 

lim f"(n,x,O)=O, 
x·± oo-

(2.19) 

then it follows that 

lim f(z,O)=O. (2.20) 

This is easily proved by writing 

g(z)=f dn f"(n,n'z,O)=2 (2'dcp{ldryf"(o ,+. Izla 0) )0)0 ' ,+", , 

=.f da k(a, Izla)=(L"+ fa1)da k(G, Izla) 

by (2.5) and setting 
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d<jJ f" (Q , <jJ, I z I a, 0);0 h(a, I z I a). 

For any given E > ° we choose a so that 

and then, using (2.19), we choose R so that for all 
lzl >R 

Thus (2.20) follows, Therefore, if f(n, x, t) is a family 
of solitary waves for which not only f but also f" 
vanishes for large I x I (and each n), then j(z, t) is a 
solitary wave that vanishes for large I z I in all 
directions, 

3. A NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EOUATION 
The KdV equation 

AU = 6u AU + 03U 
at ox ox3 (3.1) 

has soliton solutions which move from right to left with 
velocities cn that are related to the (discrete) eigen-
values of the associated one-dimensional Schrodinger 
equation 

by cn = 4A n • The undirectional nature of the motion of 
the solitons of (3.1) is the result of the odd character 
of the KdV equation, and the fact that the discrete 
eigenvalues of (3,2) are all nonnegative. Before we 
transfer (3,1) to three dimensions it will be useful to 
remove its unidirectional character by iteration. 

Differentiating (3.1) with respect to t and eliminating 
first t-derivatives by means of (3.1) yields 

We may call this the iterated Korteweg-deVries (I KdV) 
equation. Any solution of (3.1) or of the equation ob-
tained from (3.1) by changing the sign of t, is a solution 
of (3.3). Thus (3.3) has soliton solutions in which all 
solitons move to the left, and also soliton solutions in 
which they all move to the right. Whether it has solu-
tions in which some solitons move to the right and some 
to the left is unknown. [A pure N-soliton solution of 
(3.1) in which some but not all of the velocities are re-
versed does not solve (3.3); see the Appendix.] 

We translate the IKdV equation (3.3) into three dimen-
sions by conSidering u(x, t) as a function of two angle 
parameters, or a unit vector n, is such a way that 

u(n,x, t) = u(- n, - x;t), 

and then subjecting it to the R transformation (2.7), 

<f>(z,t)=(Ru)(z,tL 

According to (2,16) and (2.9), (3.3) implies that <f> 
satisfies the integrodifferential equation 
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(3.5) 

where the o-product is defined by (2,15). Let us now 
look at the soliton solutions of (3.3). 

To start with, 

u(c,x,t) = a(1 cl ,x - ct), 

a( I c I, y) = i I c I sech2(i I c Il/2y ), (3.7) 

is a solitary wave solution of (3,3). The velocity c may 
be taken positive or negative. We choose an arbitrary 
vector v so that I v I I c I and write c = nov, As we 
vary n, keeping v fixed, this generates a family of 
solutions 

u(v,n,x,t);ou(nov,x,t)=a(lnovl,x-novt) (3.8) 

of (3.3) depending on n, Because (3.7) is even in y, it 
follows that 

u(v, -n, -x,t)=u(v,n,x,t) 

and we may take its R transform as in (3.5). According 
to our discussion at the end of Sec. 2, then <f> is a soli-
tary wave of velocity v, 

<f>(v, z, t) = <f> (v, z - vt, 0). (3.10) 

Thus (3.6) has solitary wave solutions whose velocities 
have arbitrary directions and magnitudes, 

In fact, the family of solitary wave solutions of (3.6) 
is larger than the R transforms of the functions given 
by (3,8). For n in some set of directions, say n E: n, 
we may choose u to be zero, 

(
A )_{o, nEn, 

uV,n,x,t - (IA I A ') a nov ,x - n 0 vt , (3.11) 

If n is such that whenever n E: n then - n E n, it follows 
that u satisfies (3,9) and its R transform is a solitary 
wave. Of course, the function (3.11) will generally have 
steplike discontinuities as a function of n, but that does 
not prevent <f> from being continuous and differentiable. 

An even larger class of solitrary waves is generated 
by using the translational invariance of the KdV equa-
tion. We may choose, for n ri n, 

(3.11') 

and make Ii an arbitrary function of Ii, While this 
changes only the position of the one-dimensional soli-
tary wave, it generally changes the shape of its R 
transform. 

The next step is to consider an N soliton solution of 
(3.3), 

u(cp , •• ,c N;X, t) =a N(cP ••• , c N;X, t), 

where9 

02 

aN (cp",cN ;x,t)=2 ox2logdetM. 

The NXN matrix M is given by 

Roger G. Newton 
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where the Xl are arbitrary constants, and Kl = I cI I I
/

2 • 

The velocities cl must all be of the same sign, Suppose 
that all c j >0. 

The asymptotic form of aN is given by 

in the sense that for each i 

lim aN (c 1> ••• , C NiX + C j t, t) = a (' C i , , X -
t-i:: eo 

where a is defined by (3.7), andio 

0; = Xi + Kl (KKi KKi) + 6 log (KKJi KK,I.)] , 
i J(I I J J>l 

with the understanding that 0 < KI < 0 - - < K N' 

We choose an arbitrary set of N vectors VI' 
i = 1, . , , , N, and a unit vector Ii such that 

(3,15 ) 

(3,16) 

(3.17) 

Now vary ii, keeping the v, fixed, Let n be a set of 
directions Ii that includes all those for which not all 
Ii 0 Vi' i = 1, ... , N, have the same sign. (n may contain 

directions for which all n· Vi have the same sign, but its 
complement must have positive Lebesgue measure. 11 ) 

Furthermore, let n be such that if Ii En, then - ii En. 
Let n· (n-) be the set of directions 0. <t n such that all 
Ii 0 Vi> 0 (0. 0 Vi < 0). 

We now define a family of functions 

A _laN(o.'V1> ... ,n.vN,x,t), nEn', 
u(n,s,t)= 0, If o.En, (3.18) 

aN (0. • V l' ••• , n . v N' - X, - t, n E n- , 
which, for each 0., satisfy (3.3). It is clear from (3.14) 
that 

u(-o., -x,t)=u(n,x,t) 

for all t, n, x. We may therefore take its R transform 
as in (3.5), and the resulting function q, (z, t) will satisfy 
(3.6). 

=-82 dnaNn-v1,···,n-vN,noz,t 1 f A[ ,,(A A A ) 
1f o. 

(3.19 ) 
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because (3,14) shows that aN is invariant under a si-
multaneous sign change of t and all ci • The asymptotic 
form of q, is now determined from (3.16), 

q,(z+vif,t)=- (3.20) 
o· 

as 1- ± 00. In this sense, then, we have 
n 

q,(z,t) ;::: 1J;(v.,z -v.l), 
t .. ±c:O i=l "' t 

(3.21) 

where the solitons are given by 

= - f dna"(n - vi' n· z -
o· 

(3,22) 

Since (3.17) shows that 0; - o£ depends on the cJ ' it 
depends on o.. Consequently the shapes of the solitons 
in the infinite past generally are different from those 
in the infinite future. In this case the collisions pro-
duce not only positional shifts of the solitons, but 
changes in their shapes as welL 

Equation (3.22) can be written in the form 

TJ; (v)z )=Ru(v i , o.,x - 0;) 

in terms of the function u defined in (3, 11). But it fol-
lows from (2.4) that 

(3.23) 

and hence 

Since the right-hand side has the same value for + and 
-, it follows that in spite of its changed shape, the 
volume of the square of each individual soliton at t - - 00 

equals the volume of the square of the corresponding 
one at t - + cD. This guarantees, specifically, that no 
solitons can disappear and all solitons present at 
t - - oa are again present, with equal "strength" but 
generally altered shape, at t - + cO. 

We have thus demonstrated that the integrodifferential 
equation (3,6) has solutions which break up into solitons 
in the infinite past and future. Moreover, each soliton 
is confined in the sense that it vanishes at large dis-
tances in all directions. The initial number of solitons 
and their velocities are equal to the final ones, but 
their shapes are generally changed. These solutions, 
moreover, are expressible by quadrature, being the 
R transforms, (3,19), of functions explicitly given by 
(3.13) and (3.14). Whether (3, 6) has other soliton 
solutions is not known. Since we do not have a general 
solution of the initial-value problem for the IKdV equa-
tion (3.3), except for the special cases in which 11 

satisfies either (3.1) or its time reversed, we do not 
have a general solution of the initial-value problem for 
(3.6). Furthermore it is not obvious that the Radon 
transforms of all solutions of (3,6) mllst solve (3.3). 
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The important question of possible physical applica-
tions of (3.6) has not yet been investigated. 

APPENDIX 
We want to present here a simple, direct, algebraic 

verification of the N-soliton solution of the KdV equa-
tion that does not use any of the inverse scattering 
machinery. 

We write the matrix l'VI of (3.14) in matrix form 

M=1 +EL, 

where E is the diagonal matrix 

E = 2K exp(K3 t -Kx + X); 

in terms of the matrices X and K, 

and 

Lij= L jj = (K i + Kj)"l. 

We have 

KL + LK=Q, 

where Q is the matrix Q iJ = 1, and 

aE =-KE ox ' 
Now, by (A6), and writing N:= M- 1 , 12 

a (a,'l{ ) <p:=2 -logdet M=2tr - N ax ax 

= - 2tr(KELN) = - 2 (ELKN) 

since EL commutes with No Als013 

( aM -) -If! = tr - N = - 2tr(LEKN) = - 2tr(EKLN) ax 

and hence 

<p=trQF= 0FiJ' 
IJ 

where 

F = - NE =: - (E- 1 + L )_1 . 

Now using (A6), we get 

aN =NK(l-N) aN =NK3 (N -1) 
ax ' at ' 

aF =-NKF, of =:NK3F 
ax at ' 

a2F 
-2 = NK(2N -l)KF, ax 

a3
; = NK (3 NK + 3KN - 6NKN - K)KF, 

ax 

and, using (A5), 

of Q of = _ NK(NK + KN _ 2NKN)KF. ax ax 
Consequently the matrix F satisfies the equation 
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(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A 6) 

(A7) 

(AS) 

(A9) 

_ of =3 aF Q aF + a3F . 
at ax ax ax3 (AI0) 

But since Q is such that for any A and B 

tr(QAQb) = tr(QA)tr(QB) , (All) 

multiplication of (AIO) by Q, taking traces, and using 
(AS) gives 

_ alf! =3 (OIJ!)2 + a3 </, • 
at ax ax3 (A12) 

Differentiation with respect to x and setting u =: olJ!/ ax 
finally shows that u satisfies the KdV equation 

_ au = 6u au + a3u 
at ox ax3 (A13) 

which is the time-reversed version of (3,1). Thus u 
satisfies (3.3). It is of some interest that (A 13) is the 
result of the fact that the symmetric matrix F of (A9) 
satisfies (AIO), or more explicitly 

_ aFii =3B aFik aFjJ + 03F;J 
at k,l ax ax ax 

We may use this technique to check whether the func-
tion defined by (3.13) and (3.14), but with the ci not all 
of the same sign, satisfies (3,3). For that case, in-
stead of (A2), 

E = 2K exp(K3St -Kx + X), 

where S is a diagonal matrix with some of its diagonal 
entries - 1, and the others, + 1. Since the x-derivia-
tives do not involve S, it is only necessary to check if 
S disappears from a2 1f!/a t2 • One readily finds that 

in which S disappears only if S = 1 or S = - 1, Thus the 
pure soliton function (3.13), with some solitons comi.ng 
in from the left and some from the right, does not 
satisfy the IKdV equation. 
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